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Abstract
In this paper, a robust Radial Basis Function (RBF) Backstepping Sliding Mode controller (BS-SMC) is successfully developed for the
attitude stabilization and tracking the trajectory of two wheeled self-balancing mobile robot under the external disturbance and uncertainty. The design of BS control is derived based on Lyapunov function to ensure the stability of the robot system and the SMC is designed
with a switching function in order to attenuate the effects of the disturbances, the auto-adjustable RBF inference system is suggested to
estimate the equivalent component of the BS-SMC to treat the model dependency problem and robustness improvement. Also a cuckoo
search (CS) optimization algorithm is used to determine the optimal values of the backsteeping sliding mode controller. Numerical simulations show the efficiency of the suggested controller in handling the balance and tracking problems of the two wheeled self-balancing
mobile robot
Keywords: BS; BS-SMC;CS; RBFNN; Two wheeled self balancing robot.

1. Introduction
Two wheeled self-balancing robots (TWSBR) is kind of mobile
robot that can move from one place to another autonomously, this
robot has the special feature of moving around freely within a
predefined workspace to achieve their desired goals. The TWSBR
is one of the most vastly researched robots because of it unstable,
nonlinear, multi-output and suffers from balancing problem. On
the other hand its small size, flexibility, low cost and so on compared with other mobile robots [1, 2], the TWSBR can be used in
many applications, and it can be access to a hazardous or confined
environment which is difficult to maneuver around a multiwheeled vehicle or track. It can be controlled remotely or independently [3]. Robot control deals with the problem of balancing
that must be developed by the robotic action in order for the robot
to go at a wanted position, and tracking the desired trajectory
problem, and, in general, to perform some task with wanted performance requirements. Various controllers were proposed to
address these problems. The sliding Mode Controller and backstepping (SMC, BS) are considered as one of the most common
controllers that are often used to control the nonlinear and high
order and complex systems under certain uncertainties of parameters changes and external disturbance [4]. A wide range of SMC [5,
6] with BS controllers type have been proposed in the literature to
balance and trajectory tracking of the TWSBR. Here are some of
the past works, Nguyen and Son [7, 8] design BS-SMC for
TWSBR trajectory tracking. A hybrid PD and adaptive BS controller is suggested by [9], while [10, 11] design an adaptive PID,
PD backstepping controller.
In this paper, a two vigorous BS-SMC for self-adjusting robot is
designed. Since the BS-SMC controller has the best execution to
track the desired trajectory and reject the disturbance. Also in this
paper, a radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) is com-

bined with the BS-SMC in order to enhance the performance of it.
Finally, the cuckoo search (CS) algorithm has been used to tune
the BS-SMC parameters.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, the
TWSBR dynamic model is presented, BS-SMC design is explained in section 3. Selection parameters based on the CS algorithm are explained in section 4. Section 5 explains the integration
of the radial basis function with the BS-SMC. Section 6 shows the
proposed controller's efficiency with simulation results. Finally,
conclusions are provided in section 7.

2. Two Wheeled Self Balancing Dynamic Robot Model
The body of two-wheel self-balancing robot consists of two part:
the first part is two wheels of the same type, moment of inertia and
mass, the second part is rigid chassis which contains the power
and control hardware as well as a type of battery as shown in Fig.
1

Fig. 1: Diagram of the chassis two wheeled self-balancing robot [12].

The dynamic model of the two wheeled self-balancing robot can
be described by introducing the prevailing differential equations
representing the dynamics of the two-wheeled robotic system.
This model for balancing robot is derived using Newton's equa-
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tions of motion. In general, the equations of the dynamic nonlinear
model of TWSBR can be written as [13]:

The procedures for design of the BS-SMC can be described by the
following steps:


x f x ( x, , t )  bxu(t )  d (t )

Step 1: Define the error and the derivative of tracking error by:
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x is the linear position,

Where
TWSBR,

 is the lilt angle of the

u(t )  R is the control action, f x (.) , f (.)

are the

unknown nonlinear function, for robot position and angle respectively,

b x , b

are the control gain of the position and angle re-

spectively, and d(t) is the unknown external disturbance. The parameters of these equations for chassis robot are given by Table1.
Table 1: The parameter values of the two wheeled self-balancing mobile
robot [13, 14].
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Parameter
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Where is 1 a positive constant, by replacing the virtual control
by the desired value, Eq. (8) becomes:
T
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Define a sliding surface in terms of the error such as:
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Step 2: Select the second Lyapunov function as:
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MW

Mass of wheel

0.3 kg

Ka

Back EMF constant

0.0458 Vs / rad

Km
l

Motor torque constant

0.0458 Nm /

Length to the body's center of
mass
Nominal Terminal Resistance

0.2 m

Step 3: Since the external disturbance is un known, a backstepping control can be suggested as:

2.49 
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Radius of wheel
Gravity

9.81 m / s
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Io

Inertia of the wheel

0.0017 kg.m

Ip

Inertia of the body

0.29 kg.m

x


Position of the chassis
angle of the chassis

m
rad

2

2
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u x  u xeq  u s x

(16)

u xeq the equivalent part and u s x is the discontinuous part

Where

= ksat(s)) ,

ux 
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1  xd  ksat( s ))
bx

(17)
The same previous above steps () are used to derive the control

The backsteeping control (BS) and sliding mode control (SMC)
are integrated to confirmation (BS-SMC) in order to obtain the
characteristics of the controllers together, and hence realizes the
robust control for uncertain systems.
In this paper, the main purpose of designing the BS-SMC is to
handle the problems of the two wheeled self balancing mobile
robot in balancing itself and in tracking the trajectories.

action

u for  and final equations for both the equivalent will be

as [13]:
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The final TWSBR control signal is given by:

u  u x  u

(20)

The parameters 1 , 2 , k for robot position and angle needed to
be assigned. These parameters effect on the performance and even
the stability of the TWSBR system.

4. Parameters Selection Based on CS Algorithm
Cuckoo Search (CS) algorithm is adopted to obtain the appropriate
parameters values that ensure the best performance of the BSSMC and hence improve robotic system performance by (decrease
the settling time, cancel the effective of the external disturbance
and parameters uncertainty). The CS algorithm is a natureinspired metaheuristic algorithm and it is essentially based on
some cuckoo types brood parasitism and enhanced by levy flights
rather than by simple isotropic random walks. In CS algorithm,
each cuckoo lays only one egg at a time and put it in a random
nest; best nests with higher eggs fitness approved over to the next
eggs generations. The cuckoo’s egg discovered according to probability

pa ∈[0,1]; if the host bird discovers the strange egg it will

get rid of the cuckoo egg, or abandon the original nest and build
another new nest. In CS algorithm, each cuckoo egg represents a
candidate solution while generating new solutions performed as in
Eq.(21) [15,16].

nest t 1i  nest t i    levy( )
Where

nesti

t

(21)

is the location of the t generation of the i-th para-

sitic nest, and  = 0.01 represents the step size vector that is associated to the scales of the optimization problem,  is an entry
wise multiplications Levy function randn() is the random function which satisfies Gauss distribution,Levy distribution is difficult; the equivalent calculation can be realized by Mantegana algorithm , which is given by

nest t 1i  nest t i  stepsize  rand ()
i  1,2,3..., N
stepsize   .step  (nest t i  nest t best )
z
step  1/ q , z  N (0,  2 z ),  N (0,  2 )
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z
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5. Backsteeping Sliding Mode Controller with
Radial Basis Function
In order to improve the performance of BS-SMC, Radial Basis
Function Neural Network (RBFNN) is used. This neural network
consists of the nodes of input layer, hidden layer and output layer.
The input nodes are just buffer units, which pass the signal without changeable them. The output units are linear units which add
the signals fed to them. The hidden units are nonlinear activation
functions (it's called Gaussian function) as shown in Fig.3. The
number of the hidden layer nodes can be changed based on the
required efficiency of the RBF neural network. The input of the
Gaussian functions, are created by the distance between the error
input value

and can be written as:
1/ q

 (1  q). sin q / 2) 
z  
( q 1) / 2 
 (1  q) / 2.q.2


Fig.2: Flow chart of cuckoo optimization algorithm.

(25)

The flowchart which is shown in Fig.2 explains the steps for obtaining the optimal control parameters by the CS algorithm.

x,  [e1 , e
1 ] and the Prototype input ci j

[17, 18].
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b
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The complete block diagram for the TWSBR with the proposed
controller (RBF-BS-SMC) and based on CS algorithm is shown in
Fig.4.

Fig .3. The structure of the three-layer RBF neural network.

The RBF neural network is used to estimate the unknown func-

f x , f (.)

tions

by the following equations:

fˆx ( x)  Wˆ T h( x)

(26-a)

And for angle

fˆ ( x)  Wˆ T h( x)

(26-b)

Where h(x) is the Gaussian function of the neural network, w
weight vector in connect between hidden-layer and output layer
are specified as constant gains 1.0 is used to adjust the weightings
for searching the optimal weighting values and obtaining the stable convergence property [19].The h(x) is given by:

 xc
ij

h j  exp 
2
 b j

Where

2







(27)

6. Simulation Result and Dissection
With the facility available in the Matlab software version
(R2016a) and to illustrate the efficiency of the proposed (RBFBS-SMC with CS) as compared with (SMC, BS, BS-SMC with
CS, two simulation cases are carried out to test the performance of
the TWSBR by linear and nonlinear trajectories with external
disturbance and with 20% uncertainty in

fˆx , (.) . The parameters

of the CS algorithm are given in Table 2, the CS fitness function
integral square error (ISE) is given by:

ci j  0.5, b j  1 center

input number of the network

Fig. 4: The complete block diagram for the self-balancing mobile robot
with the suggested controller (RBF-BS-SMC) with CS algorithm.

vector, spread factor,

i

is the

x,  [e1 , e
1 ] is the input state of

j is the number of hidden layer nodes in the neth  [h 1 , h 2 , h 3 , h 4 , h 5 ] is the output of Gaussian



F  ISE   e 2 d (t )
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0

the network,
work,

function.
Based on gradient descent method, the weight adjustment algorithm is given by:

w  w(t 1)  w(t )   (w(t )  w(t 1))

No.of iterations

No.of nests

Dimension

100

25

6

 the momentum factor,  ,   [0, 1],
used in the work  ,   0.1,0.7 .
With replacing the ( f x (.) , f (.) ) by neural funcfˆx (.) , fˆ (.) then the position and angle control signal

Eqs.(17&19) becomes as:

ux 
(29-a)

pa

0.25

Table 3: Final BS-SMC parameters values.
Parameters
BS-SMC

is the learning rate,

tion

Discovery rate

(28)

w   ( y  yd ) * f



final optimal BS-SMC parameters obtain by CS algorithm are
given in Table 3
Table 2: The CS Parameters.

1
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44

angle ( )

2

1.2

1.78

The two simulation cases are:
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Simulation results for linear step trajectory

The result of this simulation (position, angle, and control signal)
are illustrated in Fig.5, these result show that the performance of
robot with RBF-BS-SMC and CS is more efficient than with
(SMC-CS, BS-CS, BS-SMC-CS), where the TWSBR with this
controller flow the designed trajectory very fast with very small
overshoot and zero steady state error (Fig.5-a), small pitching
angle (Fig.5-b), and very smooth control signal (Fig.5-c)


Simulation result for nonlinear trajectory

The nonlinear signal

( xd  sin(t / 2)) is

used to test con-

trolled TWSBR system and the result for this simulation are given
by Fig.6 which is show that the (TWSBR with RBF-BS-SMC and
CS) is remaining stable even with 20% uncertainty and external
disturbance and it is flow the desired input signal very fast with no
error (Fig.6-a), small pitching angle (Fig.6-b), and smooth control
signal (Fig.6-c) than the other controller (SMC- CS, BS- CS, BSSMC-CS, RBF-BS-SMC).

(c)
Fig.5: Simulation result of the TWSBR with (SMC-CS, BS-CS, BS-SMCCS, RBF-BS-SMC-CS) for linear input with (uncertainty and external
disturbance). (a): Position, (b): Angle, (c): control signal.

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)
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[7] Nguyen Gia Minh Thao; Duong Hoai Nghia, Nguyen Huu Phuc
(2010), A PID Backstepping Controller for Two-Wheeled SelfBalancing Robot.78-81.

(c)
Fig. 6: Simulation result of the TWSBR with (SMC-CS, BS-CS, BSSMC-CS, RBF-BS-SMC-CS) for nonlinear input signal with (uncertainty
and external disturbance). (a): Position, (b): Angle, (c): control signal.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, a BS-SMC controller is designed for controlling the
(position and pitching angle) of the TWSBR. The parameters of
this controller are determine based on CS algorithm. Also, the
RBF neural network is used to enhance the efficiency of the BSSMC and hence the performance of the self-balancing mobile
robot will be improve. Matlab simulation results showed the
efficiency of the proposed controllers (BS-SMC, and RBF-BSSMC) with CS in handling the tracking and balancing problems
under external disturbance and uncertainty especially the RBFBS-SMC which gave a high response speed as compared to
(SMC- CS, BS- CS, BS-SMC-CS,BS-SMC) with CS only.
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